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Abstract. Music art is a subject through which students get to know the folk tradition, get to know each 
other, become aware of each other’s differences, differences. They strengthen the psycho physical and social 
development. It helps us improve our mental abilities and also strengthens us physically. In this paper, I would 
like to show a few lessons in the subject of music art, in which students will learn about difference and expand 
knowledge, deepen their awareness of diversity. In these times when the world is changing radically (economy, 
health, public and cultural life, education), professionals in the field of education with the help of ICT equipment 
began to develop innovative ideas for working with our students, we began to build a new education system and 
training. We have introduced new learning approaches, methods, and techniques of teaching material through 
various applications and programs. I chose the MS Teams application to teach the material, where I prepared a 
special channel for students, which was secured and to which I added learning material every day, which we also 
processed and discussed at a video conference with my students. For example, in my posts I show a music art class 
where I show interactive work with my students. I prepared a Microsoft Power point for the lesson, thus enabling 
students to learn remotely with the help of ICT. At the video meeting, we felt like we were in school.
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Introduction
In this paper, I show how to conduct a distance lesson in the subject of art, where I tried to enable 
students to develop knowledge in this area, develop psychophysical abilities, a lot of movement, 
singing, spreading positive energy, and strengthening social relationships in a virtual way.
When working remotely, the students needed ICT equipment so that they could follow my 
explanation and then practice and consolidate themselves. The students participated, sang, danced 
and had fun all the time. In this way, we enabled the spread of positive energy even at a distance.
In addition, the students tried to get to know different songs of the world, as there are a lot of 
immigrant students in my class. This is how we learned about diversity and differentness. We got to 
know Macedonian, Chinese, Bosnian, Russian children’s songs.
We first discussed the subject matter with the help of my explanation, then they got to know the 
songs of different parts of the world.
In Macedonian, we got to know the song “Duvna vetre razvigorče” and tried to understand the lyrics. 
A student from Northern Macedonia also translated the text approximately. Everyone was happy. We 
learned that the text talks about the wind.
The purpose of this paper is to show that even at a distance we can succeed in upgrading the 
understanding of difference, diversity and spreading folk tradition through the musical activities of 
different parts of the world. The goal, however, was for students to get to know their classmates from a 
different perspective, to get to know their culture through song and dance.
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Theoretical starting points
Music is a concept defined and explained in several ways. It is used to denote forms of entertainment, 
the contrast between speech and noise. We know it as an orderly and formed sequence of noises, tones, 
and the like, or as a social perception and a platonic ideal that originates from specific factors (Tajaknez, 
2020).
Muršič (1993) says that music plays an important role in people’s daily lives and that for some it is 
very essential for the formation of social identity. The judge says that it is important for a person’s life and 
that it is a key thing in an individual’s everyday life. It is presented as an art, a form of entertainment or 
the opposite of speech or noise. Through music, it is difficult to distinguish content from form and sound 
from its message. Wagner claimed to represent passion, love, and longing.
According to Muršič (1993), music is an activity that we express through singing, dancing, listening 
to music, as passive and active listeners, and spectators. Music is a part of the socialization process, 
which is expressed through education in the home or school environment.
Listening to and experiencing music works on us as a medicine, it works on our personalities, 
bodily functions, nervous system, and on stimulating imagination and thinking. He says that music 
education arouses joy and positive feelings towards music, forms a positive attitude towards Slovenian 
and world music culture and knowledge. In this way, he also learns about its significance and values of 
art (Uranjek, 1993).
The music curriculum allows us to learn about and teach music in a variety of innovative ways. 
Methods, techniques, and approaches are chosen by professionals based on various experiences, 
desires, and motivational affinities, which we want to spread and offer to our students (MIZŠ, 2011).
According to the curriculum, music appears in every culture, so we label it as a cultural 
phenomenon, which was also shown by the authors who researched this field. In humans, it expresses 
a desire to create a sound environment, communication, and creativity. The subject of music in primary 
school enables children to get to know and understand themselves in relation to others and the web 
of connections between home, school, and the world. Through music, we encourage self-discipline, 
creativity, aesthetic sensitivity, expression in various fields and the spread of positive energy in the 
environment in which we operate (MIZŠ, 2011). According to the curriculum for the first educational 
period (MIZŠ, 2011), students learn to sing children’s, folk and art songs in a group and independently 
relax and experience, learn different songs from the past and present, record adult interpretation, 
sing, listen loudly, quietly, slower, and faster implementation. In addition, while learning, they learn 
to show experience, deepen the elements of aesthetic song design, form a singing voice, deepen the 
reliability of singing and utterances. They learn to create and listen in music, and teachers evaluate 
this in the end (MIZŠ, 2011).
Distance learning with ICT
Based on theoretical background and general knowledge about music, we can say that students 
learn about their roots, folk tradition, know how to understand themselves and others and enable them 
a broad understanding of classmates coming from Slovenia and other parts of the world.
We conducted the lessons remotely with the help of a Power point presentation, where we wanted 
to present musical and other concepts in the best way. In addition to explanations, thought patterns, 
hints, and links for more in-depth learning, a lot of pictorial material, we video teachers still added their 
personal note, our voice, to video meetings. It is still the teacher who guides, guides, inspires, motivates, 
helps the student to develop a personal, life relationship to the material, phenomenon, problem…
The following is a practical example of performing work remotely via the MS Teams application 
and using ready-made sliders.
At the beginning of the lesson, we read the story of Hedgehog Max. Teachers pay close attention 
to tracking, reading with accents. When we read a story, we talk about the story through questions.
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                                     Picture 1 Picture 2
After reading the story, we talk, followed by a presentation of a learning topic on long and short 
tones. Pupils learn short and long tones through the song Albince Pesek “Ples”. After listening to the 
song, we talk to the students about it.
                                              
                                Picture 3                                   Picture 4
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Students learn what listening and tapping mean. Then they also get to know the parts of the 
church bell and the movement, staging long and short sounds - dancing while singing songs.
                                   
                                   Picture 5                                      Picture 6
We also play a didactic game in a virtual environment: Chickens and foxes:
Picture 7
Then I tell the students to prepare music notebooks and to draw long and short tonnes while 
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When we do this, the students get to know the Macedonian song Duvna vetre razvigorče.
The song is first sung by a student from Northern Macedonia, then we listen to it on You tube 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3ne4EefHXE) and try to learn it. Let us talk about the translation 
of the song or about meaning.
 
  Picture 9
We enrich every hour of remote music with new songs. Pupils look forward to learning about a 
new song, a new culture presented by their classmates and then spreading positive energy at home. 
It means that they take this song home, where the locals get to know the children’s school world, the 
world of different languages, songs, games, dances.
The school space thus becomes a field of enrichment, expansion, and integration. 1. Conclusion 
From theory and practical implementation, I can con We enrich every hour of remote music with new 
songs.
Pupils look forward to learning about a new song, a new culture presented by their classmates and 
then spreading positive energy at home. It means that they take this song home, where the locals get 
to know the children’s school world, the world of different languages, songs, games, dances. The school 
space thus becomes a field of enrichment, expansion, and integration.
Conclusion
From theory and practical implementation, I can conclude that music is very important to me, to 
every human being. It enriches and builds us in various fields. It helps us understand ourselves and others, 
teaches us about other cultures, events and doings that build the world. We express ourselves musically 
in different ways, we create it in our own way; singing, dancing, musical creation is part of our being, but 
consciously and unconsciously we also take on musical experiences, the practices of our surroundings. All 
of this enriches our experiences, connects us to our social environment, and enriches us all spiritually.
I am happy to be able to teach students something new and thus transfer my knowledge through 
the art of music and in the field of music art, even art in general. Pupils at school learn about art, express 
themselves through music, as well as artistically, verbally, through movement. Music is a universal 
language that has no boundaries and is spreading everywhere, in different ways. clued that music is very 
important to me, to every human being. It enriches and builds us in various fields. It helps us understand 
ourselves and others, teaches us about other cultures, events and doings that build the world.
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We express ourselves musically in different ways, we create it in our own way; singing, dancing, 
musical creation is part of our being, but consciously and unconsciously we also take on musical 
experiences, the practices of our surroundings.
All of this enriches our experiences, connects us to our social environment, and enriches us all 
spiritually. I am happy to be able to teach students something new and thus transfer my knowledge 
through the art of music and in the field of music art, even art in general. Pupils at school learn about 
art, express themselves through music, as well as artistically, verbally, through movement. Music is a 
universal language that has no boundaries and is spreading everywhere, in different ways.
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